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“The legal roadmap to your success”
For nearly two decades now, Dubai has made a mark for itself as the epicenter 
for global business. 

Each year thousands of people enter Dubai, some of whom invest in the country 
while others choose to trade. From finance, media and real estate to technology 
and retail, every sector has thrived in the country making Dubai a power hub for 
investors, entrepreneurs as well as for established corporate giants. 

Given the legalities involved in establishing businesses in the United Arab 
Emirates and the melting pot of cultures that the country is, it is safe to presume 
that a vast majority of the business world in the UAE is led by expatriates.  . The 
UAE’s legal framework is different compared to the rest of the world for this very 
reason. Depending on the type of business activity that one wishes to carry out, 
most companies registered in the UAE require local sponsorship to a certain 
degree and strict legal compliance right from licensing, tax registration, labor 
laws, and other industry-specific laws. Therefore, being legally well versed with 
the country’s laws is crucial to ensure continued success and hassle-free 
business operations.

At Lawgical, we understand that running a business is a challenging prospect, 
even more so when you do it in a foreign country. If we put ourselves in these 
businessmen's shoes, we would want to concentrate more on our business 
growth than learning the nitty-gritty of various legal provisions. 

And that is why we believe having a legal team packed with years of solid 
experience and expertise in dealing with UAE’s legal framework and helping 
businesses balance their interests and legal requirements is a great asset.
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Lawgical Group Overview
We understand that anything legal or related to the law can be confusing, intimidating, 
and time-consuming. When it comes to an organization or a business, there is always 
so much to be taken care of. Be it a representation before government departments, 
regulatory authorities, or courts, managing your company’s legal requirement, or 
resolving disputes to achieve business goals. 

It could all leave even the most knowledgeable people in doubt. This is where we step 
in to help resolve all matters that require legal intervention. Our team specializes in 
bridging the gap between business requirements and legal risks. 

Our focus is always on the continuity of your business in the most secure way while also 
ensuring that legal risks are mitigated to the greatest extent possible. At Lawgical, we 
work not only with a legal insight, but also with a business instinct.
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Local Presence, Global Footprints
With clients spread across various countries, our expert legal consultants have handled 
multiple corporate, commercial, legal, and tax advisory projects from the early 
developmental phase right through to mobilization and implementation. 

With a steadily unfolding legal, regulatory, and business environment, we are 
committed to helping our clients embrace transformation and stay ahead.

Our expertise across diverse practice areas and sectors is able to cover all varied and 
nuanced requirements a company may have. 

To ensure the smooth running of their business and to simplify legal complexities, we 
advise local and international companies on all aspects of the local and federal laws in 
the United Arab Emirates. We also advise the firms on the laws of various financial free 
zones such as Dubai’s International Financial Centre (DIFC) and Abu Dhabi Global 
Market (ADGM).  

We are passionate about the work we do, and this enables us to provide bespoke legal 
solutions to our clients to negotiate any dynamic or volatile business environment. 
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We analyze situations that need legal intervention by responding to your needs with 
interdisciplinary insights. We create measurable, transparent legal solutions and manage 
expectations. 

What We do

Our Expertise:
1. Legal Services
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Corporate & Commercial Legal Advisory
Contract Management
Dispute Resolution Services 
Bankruptcy & Corporate Restructuring Services 
Corporate Mergers, Acquisitions, and Joint 
Ventures
Corporate Structuring, Restructuring, and 
Company Formation
Corporate Recovery Services 
Litigation Support Services 
Representation & Liaisoning with Government 
Authorities 
Transactional Compliance 
Corporate Governance 
Employment and Labour Laws
Real Estate and Property Laws
Intellectual Property Laws 

Insurance Laws
Shipping and Maritime Laws
Banking & Finance Laws
Family Laws & Estate Planning including drafting 
of wills and related advisory
Cyber Crimes 
Criminal Laws
Tax Laws
Data Protection and Privacy Laws
Drafting & Vetting of agreements across various 
legal sectors such as – Finance, Investments, 
Banking, Joint Venture, Private Equity, 
International Transaction, and Property-related 
matters 
Website Content, Privacy Policy, and Terms & 
Conditions



Are your outstanding receivables giving you nightmares? 

Having seasoned lawyers with a deep knowledge base and solid debt recovery 
experience can eliminate the hassle of tackling business receivables and improve the 
liquidity of your company.

Our highly specialized team of debt recovery and collection experts working with our 
legal consultants have a remarkable success rate of over 75% for collection within the 
United Arab Emirates. Our business associates and legal partners across more than 130 
countries worldwide also help us in ensuring smooth recovery of your outstanding 
receivables across various jurisdictions such as China, Qatar, Oman, Bahrain, Kuwait, 
Saudi Arabia, France, Germany, South Africa, Bulgaria, Cyprus to name a few. 

We follow a rigorous 7-stage pre-litigation process for debt recovery and collection, 
including constant follow-ups, repetitive physical visits as well as the issuance of legal 
notices. 

This ensures that you don't have to be among the unquantifiable statistics of corporate 
and commercial businesses stuck in unnecessary litigation. 

2. Debt Recovery
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75%+ Success rate in debt recovery and collection 
across the UAE 

130+ Countries are covered by our network of business 
associates and legal partners to ensure smooth 
debt collection. 
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3. Credit Assessment 
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Finding it Difficult to Mitigate Business Risk and Track Customers' Creditworthiness?

Structuring a business in line with regulations and market dynamics in the U.A.E., or 
finding clients/customers that are creditworthy is quite complex.

To effectively examine the risk and pitfalls of doing business within the United Arab 
Emirates, you need legal advisers with profound expertise in analyzing financial records, 
debt structure, management performance, reference check, and market restructuring. 

Our legal consultants work closely with you to integrate approaches that mitigate 
business risks. You have our support in initiating business relationships, setting 
sustainable payment terms, and keeping track of existing customers' creditworthiness.



Looking for Relevant and Practical Legal Advice to Minimize the Impact of Tax on Your 
Business?

The United Arab Emirates' successful economic diversification efforts have led to a quick 
and insistent economic surge, promoting Dubai as a global trade and tourism hub.

All corporate or commercial enterprise owners in Dubai are subject to specific tax laws. 
To get your taxes done right in such a booming economy, you need legal advice that is 
relevant, practical, and anchored.

We provide cost-effective tax consulting services to assist you in developing and 
implementing tax solutions so you can minimize the impact of taxes on your business 
transactions.

4. Tax Consultation and Advisory 
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Our greatest strength lies in the ability to understand our customers’ needs easily and 
comprehensively. Additionally, our in-depth understanding, experience, and skills in 
diverse legal, regulatory, and commercial environments, are some of the things that 
set us apart.

We strive to provide our clients with meaningful, useful, and actionable assistance 
backed by goal-oriented and customer-centric consultancy services at a thrifty rate 
within the shortest possible time. 

We Stand By our: 
One on one approach 
Goal-oriented focus
Modest pricing 
Niche-specific legal advice 
Functional client update system

Our focus is always on helping you succeed. Our wide spectrum of services covers all 
your legal needs, and that means you no longer have to constantly outsource your 
legal queries to different law firms when dealing with complex and challenging 
projects. 
 
We provide specialized advocates for every service we offer. Under our banner, you 
gain access to consultants skilled in legal and entrepreneurial matters, legal 
practitioners within and outside the United Arab Emirates, and a working environment 
founded on honesty, integrity, and mutual understanding. 

What Sets us Apart
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Driven by Results, Focused on Relationships.

At Lawgical, we value relationships built on genuine trust, partnership and respect.We 
love working with people who desire excellence and believe in the power of 
collaboration. Our foundation is built on mutual support and willingness to learn from 
each other. With every client, it is all about trust, partnership, and respect. We believe in 
partnering for success and provide legal advice that actually matters.

Our esteemed clientele is spread across various industry sectors such as Real Estate, 
Hospitality, Construction, Manufacturing, Logistics, Retail, Finance, Shipping, Food & 
Beverage et al. 

We cater to a diverse set of clients ranging from individual investors, real estate 
developers, small and medium business enterprises as well as corporate giants and 
multinational corporations.

We have a wide array of specialized business consultancy, tax advisory, and legal 
services that can cater to all your needs, regardless of your market/industrial needs, 
legal requirements, business goals, or visions. 

Our Clientele
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Not Just Legal Advisers—Work with Experts Willing to Go Beyond the Ordinary to 
Champion Your Interest

If you are 
About to enter a new market and not sure if you have fully assessed its potential risk on 
your credit; 
An entrepreneur trying to resolve issues with a co-worker;
A business which is on the verge of closing a deal that will change the fate of your 
company and want to secure your legal interests; or
An individual who requires legal advice in resolving an unusual dispute between family

We are here for you. 

Our rare breed of corporate consultants offers a combination of business awareness 
and legal knowledge – making it easy to arrive at out-of-the-ordinary solutions to help 
you edge out the competition.

Within the ranks of our senior legal advisers, you will find:

Corporate and Commercial law experts
Family law experts
Criminal law experts
Credit analyst experts
Debt recovery experts 
Tax consultation and advisory experts
Cybercrime experts, and much more.

Our extensive legal knowledge and niche experience have helped entrepreneurs and 
investors in multiple sectors handle complex tasks, manage regulatory requirements, 
and also sort out personal concerns such as family or matrimonial disputes. 

Simply put, our team consists of legal consultants familiar with United Arab Emirates 
laws and attorneys grounded with insight. 

They can structure your business in line with regulations and market dynamics.

Our Team
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Knowledge, Ethics, Understanding, and Excellence Make Us Who We Are and Helps Us To 
Provide Unmatched Energy, Execution, and Expertise To All our Clients. 

Lawgical Legal Association (L.L.A.) is an initiative of the Lawgical Group based in the 
United Arab Emirates. We are a global association run by dedicated advocates, lawyers, 
& commercial legal consultants and counsels. Our global outreach has seen us serve 
individuals in over 130 countries. 

Our consultants’ ability to unite in challenging situations is the key reason we are still in 
operation. In everything we do, we try as much as possible to drive change in the right 
direction. 

From strategic planning to adaptation, opportunity development, to risk assessment, we 
follow a simple, straightforward, and precise process. 

As an international legal service provider, we operate with a hand-picked team made 
up of the best legal practitioners. 

Hire us and wave goodbye to every local and global legal challenge affecting your 
everyday process.
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Let’s Connect to Melt Away Your Worries
Tel: +971 4 349 7000  /  Email: info@lawgicalgroup.com  

/  legal@lawgicalgroup.com

We Strategize to Secure and Prevent

Building No. 7, 4th Floor Bay Square, Business Bay Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates
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